
 Birth of firms 

 

New firms locate by maximizing expected profits → Where productivity is higher 

   

New firms locate where economies of agglomeration are strong 

 

Rosenthal and Strange (2003)    Geographic scope 

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 



 



- Competition increase births 

- Diversity increase births  

- Localization effects more important than urbanization effects 

For any given concentric ring of employment, the coefficient on the localization effect 
variable is typically at least one order of magnitude larger than the coefficient on the 
urbanization effect 

Most localization effects are significant 

Most urbanization effects are not significant 

 

- Localization economies attenuate rapidly in the first few miles but slowly thereafter 

- The pattern of urbanization effects is ambiguous 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 Role of industrial organization and business culture 

 

Chinitz (1961) Some places are endowed with a greater number of entrepreneurs than 
others. This endowment of entrepreneurial human capital influences economic success 

 

New York vs. Pittsburgh 

 

New York’s historical garment industry was a natural training ground for entrepreneurs. 

 Low barriers to entry (few serious fixed costs)  large number of small 
entrepreneurs  

 This entrepreneurship in turn influenced neighbouring industries 

 

 

 

 



 

Pittsburgh big company city that stifled entrepreneurship, tracing the roots of this mentality 
to Pittsburgh’s dominant steel industry 

 Intergenerational transmission of entrepreneurship 

 Culture of entrepreneurship 

 Capital constraints 

 Access to intermediate goods 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Rosenthal & Strange (2010)  

An increase in activity at small establishments will have a larger effect on entrepreneurship than 
will an equivalent increase in activity at large establishments 

 



 



 

The presence of many small downstream establishments encourages upstream activity 

Large establishments tend to internally source to a greater degree Employment at large 
establishments does not encourage upstream activity to the same degree that employment at 
small establishments 

3 industries whose services are sometimes contracted out, but at other times provided internally: 

Business Services, Legal Services and Engineering-Accounting-Research-Management-Related 
Services 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



- Additional employment at large establishments has an effect on births that is insignificant, 
of the wrong sign or much smaller than the effects for small or medium establishments 

- Nearly every 1-digit industry group or 2-digit industry there are positive and significant 
effects associated with employment at small or medium sized establishments 

- The small establishment effect will reinforce other tendencies in the system of cities 
towards core-periphery type of outcome. This is because small companies benefit and rely 
more on shared infrastructure and related agglomeration economies characteristics of 
central cities. 

- Those cities with vibrant small business sectors will tend to continue to have vibrant small 
business sectors 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SOURCES OF AGGLOMERATION ECONOMIES 

 

 Rosenthal and Strange (2001) “Determinants of agglomeration” 

• High level of concentration indicative of agglomeration economies but also other  

explanations. 

• R&S objective: to evaluate the degree to which agglomerative externalities explain 

                                  inter-industry differences in spatial concentration. 

• They regress a measure of industry concentration  (Index of Ellison-Glaeser) on proxies of 
sources of agglomeration 

•  Fourth quarter 2000 

 

 

 

 

 



 Variables   

 Controls for natural advantage and transportation costs  

 Energy per $ shipment  

 Natural resources per $ shipment  

 Water per $ shipment  

        To the extent that industries concentrate because of a desire to locate close to the sources of 
their energy, natural resources, and water realted inputs, expectation of positive coefficients of 
these variables 

 Inventory per $ of shipment (Transportation cost). 

1. Value of the end-of-year inventories divided by the value of shipments  

2. Data on actual product shipping costs by industry not suitable: industries with high 
transport rate locate so as to minimize distances to their markets and the realted 
shipping costs. 

3. Industries that produce highly perishable products face high product shipping costs per 
unit of distance. 

4. With multiple markets, less agglomeration. Conversely for non perishable  



 Controls for agglomerative externalities  

 Sharing  

 Manufactured inputs per $ of shipment  

 Nonmanufactured inputs per $ of shipment  

      

• Manufactured: 

 Larger economies of scale  

 Greater industry specificity  

• Expectation: non-manufactured less impact on agglomeration  

 

 Learning  

 Innovations per $ of shipment  

 Innovations defined as the number of new products advertised in trade magazines in 
1982, the only year for which such data are available  

 



 Matching  

• If matching is possible, an industry benefits by agglomerating because it is better able 
to hire workers wiyh industry-specific skills. 

• It is difficult to identify industry characteristics that are related to the specialization of 
the industry’s labour force  

Three proxies: 

 Net productivity (Value of shipments less the value of purchased inputs divided by the 
number of workers in the industry) 

 Management workers/ (Management workers+ Production workers) 

 % of workers with doctorates, Master’s degree, and Bachelor’s degree  

 

 

 

 

 



 Strategy: 

• They estimate equations for concentration measures at three different levels of spatial 
detail: 

• State  

• County 

• Zipcode  

• Does different sources operate at different spatial scales? 

 



 Results  

 Natural advantage and transportation costs  

 Natural advantage (except energy).  Significant at state level  

 Inventories. Significant at state level (Industries with output that is costly to transport 
are more likely to locate close to their markets → less agglomeration) 

 Sharing  

 Manufactured inputs. Significant at state level     

 Nonmanufactured inputs. Negative coefficient and significant at state level  

 A reliance on manufactured inputs contributes to agglomeration  

 A reliance on service inputs does not (constant returns to scale and not industry 
specific → available everywhere) 

 

 

 

 



 Matching  

 Net productivity. Significant at the three levels  

 Managerial share of workers. Significant at county and zipcode level  

 Master’s degree. Significant at the three levels  

 Learning  

 Innovations. Significant at zipcode level  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 Reliance on manufactured and naturally occurring inputs and the production of perishable 
products serve to increase the importance of shipping costs in firm location  

 That, in turn, positively affects state-level agglomeration but has little effect on 
agglomeration at lower levels  

 Knowledge spillovers positively affect agglomeration at highly localized levels  

 Reliance on skilled labor affects agglomeration at all levels  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


